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In the current information age, most of the World
systems are setup, and are communicating wirelessly with each
others through the uses of wireless media. Wireless based
communications have been accounted as more efficient, faster,
cost less and reliable ways to exchange information between the
remote stations which may locate in the distance ranges of
meters, kilometers and, in any part of the World via satellite
transmission. As the satellite communication SATCOM
applications and services, e.g., broadcasting and cellular
communications and others, are numerous, and rapidly
increasing day by day; thus to overcome the required demands
to connect the distance located earth stations, number of
satellites are in-functional, which, increasing the immersive
conjunctions in available radio frequency RF spectrum,
generating the issues of radio frequency inference RFI. In this
study, we take a step of assessing the interferences sources,
using of hybrid geolocation technique, which could happen at
the receiver's side, based on the existing most-prominent
interference detection scenarios, in SATCOM. While
interferences sources were located successfully and accuracy
derived, further these signals were characterized, and
classification process was performed to identify the belonging
interferences type through employed of classification tree
method.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

In the last decades, wireless communications have
accomplished
remarkable
victories
comparing
with
conventional wire systems. Satellite and terrestrial wireless
systems are looking to provide the best in mobile wireless
telecommunications services. Every one of them has many
advantage, for example, adaptability, convenience, sturdiness,
and lower cost, in the meantime they have some disadvantage,
for instance, the sign impedance. To fulfill the requirements of
television and mobile users, for that- the satellite and terrestrial
services have been in high demands. Beside this, increasing the
number of satellites in space and the number of terrestrial
stations in the earth generates a crowded and disputed
environment, filled with several types of signals in various
bands (e.g. VHF, UHF, L, S, C, X, Ku, and Ka). Therefore, this
ambient is highly susceptible to radio frequency interference
(RFI) among satellites services and terrestrial services. When
all these systems operate in one zone, the quality of services
(QoS) may be affected due to the interferences among their
signals and operating spectrum. As a result of the rapid increase
in the demand for the wireless telecommunication services that
these systems provide, it is necessary to create more efficient
use of the spectrum that includes frequency sharing between
different services. Mutual interference happens between signals
because of the frequency distribution is the most significant

issue in a wireless communications system [1]. The RFI issue
represents a set of relevant regulatory and legal harms. There
are two classes of interference issues: internal and external. At
the local level, the telecommunication administration is
responsible for the organization and sharing of national
frequencies. In the international level, the International
Telecommunications Union (lTU) performs this errand.
Moreover, radio frequency interferences may produce from
other sources, and are classified as an intentional and
unintentional interference. The intentional interference may
occur by outlaws, usually, due to the political reasons. At
another side, the unintentional interference may occur by
mistake, often happened due to system or network operational
errors, cross polarization leakage, and operators training
deficiency.
In wireless communication, such as satellite communication
(SATCOM), location estimation and tracking are important
terms involved in the measurement of radio frequency
interference (RFI), and its sources [2]. RFI, either intentional or
unintentional, are accounted as major issues, in arena of
SATCOM as a part of wireless communication, and have been
determined by the used of several techniques: Time of arrival
(DOA), Time difference of arrival (TDOA), Frequency
difference of arrival (FDOA), Received signal strength (RSS),
Taylor-series, Angle of arrival (AoA), Filtering techniques and
others similar techniques [3, 4]. DOA is a common traditional
technique used in SATCOM to estimate the emitter (or target)
location, usually, has low tracking accuracy. The emitter
location is tracked by the configuration of various sensors, in
the forms of the array, where the transmitted signals are
intercepted, a way to estimates the target location. However, for
RFI geolocation, the techniques TDOA and FDOA, have been
accounted as more effective-, and their hybrid solution was
more immersive in order to estimate the RFI location [2, 3].
Like other geolocation methods, the employing of
TDOAIFDOA solution has been significant in measurements
but at the same time, several issues are also interlinked during
implementation processes, as a collection of TDOAIFDOA
signals measurement sets and use of these performances to
analyze the target location. Further, Taylor-series expansion is
another method, which computes the high accuracy and gains
convergence, employed iterative scheme as an optimal solution,
based upon the initially assumed values in context to compute
the target location. The measured results are accountable, but
this solution is not efficient in the case to assurne the initially
required values in real time environment, as the wireless
environment is always crowded and disturbed by several
factors such as RFI and other noise factors [5].
The current study intends to compute the RFI location
through deploying of cross ambiguity function (CAF), which
uses signals that transmitted from the target device and
performed correlation function basis upon the time and
frequency
parameters.
Moreover,
identification
and
classification methods are performed on RFI. The rest of paper
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is organized as: Detail literature is reviewed in Section 11. The
background studies and the existing measurements are
conducted in Section III. In Section IV, results are computed
based on the simulation design and corresponding discussions
are made. In Section V, research conclusion is made, and future
research trends are highlighted.
11.

LITERATURE REVIEW

Numerous geolocation methods [3, 4] have been studied in
the previous. However, in general, no single method has
provided an accurate location estimation under all
circumstances. Each employed method has particular
advantages and limitations regarding of location accuracy. The
estimator accuracy of passive location system and the location
accuracy of Dual-Satellite geolocation system have been
discussed in [6]. Two neighbors satellite are used for difference
time offset (DTO) and difference frequency offset (DFO)
measurements that receive by two earth stations, which used to
estimate the location accuracy of interference source. In
addition, cross ambiguity function (CAF) was used to detect the
interference signal which integrates the complex envelopes of
the signals of path one and path two. The time lag and frequency
offset are functions of integration that duration of correlation.
The relation between the accuracy of convinced types of
measurements and the accuracy of emitter location estimates
have been derived. The standard deviation (a ) is given by
geometrical factor (G) measurement factor (M) were declared
in [7]. Moreover, coordinated and dynamic methods were
introduced to mitigate the in-Iine interference. The differential
time offset (DTO) and the differential frequency offset (DFO)
have been determined, as weil as line of position (LOP) to
estimate target was calculated. Likewise, Signal-to-noise ratio
(SNS = PG((Sill, x Sill2)/(1+Sill,+Sill2)) have been computed,
where PG is processing gain, Sill1 and Sllf2 are primary and
secondary satellite channels [6, 7].
Detection and geolocation of interference signal have been
measured by TDOA and FDOA technique in [8]. Interference
signal can interrupt the same signal pattern received by the
primary satellite and by a secondary satellite that participates in
the same band of frequency, polarization, and in the same area
which located within the downlink coverage area of these two
satellites. Also, reference signal was used as a database to
confIrm the location of interference source. The TDOA and
FDOA technique have used at the satID system. Now, the
geolocation technology is developed within less than 5 Km. In
near future, the satID system will be available either as a
standalone system or managed by satellite operators [8].The
measurement of the time of arrival of the received interference
signal is derived from the method of time difference of arrival.
The TDOA between collector i and collector j (Llti,j) studied in
[7]. In this study assumed that the TDO are taken on the fIrst
collector that means the index (j) is presumed to be 1 and the
index (i) is supposed to run from collector 2 to value k. The I1t2.1
is assumed with natural values, without errors. The
measurements will include noise presence in the TDOA
measurement. Numerous of scientifIc studies concerned to the
signal detection and geolocation of interference source in
SATCOM system. VeriSat offered a unique tool with
barefaced-pending technology for detecting the VSAT
terminals producing adjacent satellite interference (ASI) and
XPOL; furthermore, RT Logic, offered (satID GeoSim) system
that allows for simulation of a wide range of nominal and worst
case RF signal scenarios; SIECAMS company also offered

"One-satellite geolocation system, beyond the limits of
traditional satellite interference localization"[7].
111.

BACKGROUND STUDIES AND
MEASUREMENTS

Dongkyun Kim et al. [3] proposed and implemented a
location estimation and tracking algorithm that based on the
combined design of time difference of arrival (TDOA) and
frequency difference of arrival (FDOA). Moreover, KaIman
filter is also an effective technique which uses in the estimation
of the target location (or RFI geolocation), but it has some
issues that arise during localization process. Therefore, an
enhance forms, adaptive extended KaIman filter (AEKF) was
employed to estimate the target location and noise covariance
based on preassumed values. The nonlinear issues resided
during linearization process are resolved, and the computed
results are examined, and are signifIcant in estimation of target
location, tracking accuracy, and noise covariance estimation
and management. However, in situation, changing of
parameters as according to transmission requirements and
presence of estimation errors in assumed values that replaced
the real values, results in the estimation obstacles in tracking of
target locations [3,6]. TDOAIFDOA solution is deployed to
localize the position of target through the connectivity of
various sensors, and the transmitted signals are collected by
these sensors at the receiver site. These signals are collected
with the presence of interference as noise I1S . In computation
to locate the target's location in real time manner, as the sensors
are moving not fIxed at one place, it's important to minimize
the computation time that usually accounts for situation of
external noise I1S added with the real signals se .Therefore,
signal measured as S =[se = signal without noises] + [I1S =
Signal with noises] and state-space equation is modeled as
s( k + 1) =
[As(k) = 4x4 matrix. target positions with time variations]
+[Bu(k) = 2x4 matrix. Target velocity ] + [w(k) =
noise or white Gaussian noise].
The resulted value z(k) from TDOA/FDOA calculation is non
linear, so there is requires to transform them in linear process,
and further will be employed as an input in order to format the
positional equation through extended Kaiman fIlter (EKF)
which is an effIcient algorithm to estimate the target position
precisely.
EKE uses the presumed static values for estimation process
and measurement of noise covariance, but this is not an
effective way to locates actual position of target while it's
moving with dynamic fast speed. So the best solution to
overcome this issue of divergence in EKF is adaptive extended
KaIman fIlter (AEKF). During estimation, AEKF fIrst updates
noise process and measurement of covariance in the present
state and further uses these recently computed covariance
values during the process and measurement of position
estimation, which resulted in more accuracy of position
estimation compared with the extended Kaiman filter (EKF).
For target tracking and to examines the performance of AEKF
position estimation, a simulation environment was designed in
which two receivers (or sensors) are placed in the position of
(8, 30) km and (70, 4) km and the preliminary velocities are set
as (1, 0.9) kmls and (1, 0.5) km/s, respectively. The positions
and velocities are also set for unmanned ground vehicle (UGVs)
sensors (used as receivers). The computed measurements in
situation of target ideal position, position tracking in presence
of noise, and the AEKF estimations, are ilIustrated in fIgure 1
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according to the distribution locations of the receivers' sensors
and the target; the estimation results computed by employing of
AEKF are more effective in tracking of target location while
compared with the results collected with noise tracking.

Moreover, computed results are also efficient in finding and
minimizing errors of real target position, as information of
noise process and measurement of covariance is updated during
localization [3].

Figure 1: Concept ofTarget Location and Estimation.

RFI geolocation provides several advantages in many areas
such as in national defense and security, and can be efficiently
estimated by the employing of geolocation techniques such as
TDOA/FDOA measurements. In case to estimates the emitter
location, the common components have to be considered such
as sensors and signals or information that measured by these
sensors. Typically, passive geolocation of emitter by the TDOA
method has been considered as an efficient and interesting in
measurements of precise location estimation. For example, in
case of radar system, the TDOA measurements are more useful
in order to estimates the location of emitter that uses high
bandwidth range [6]. For TDOA measurement, suppose the
emitter positioned onto the hyperboloid, sensors are placed and
located at known positions, and time difference of arrival is
measured between the emitter and the receiving sensors. Here,
sensors not require to know the exact time in which the signals
are transmitted, but the time different between them are
required. In the same order, another sensor is introduced at a
different location from the other two sensors that to compute
the second TDOA measurement, accordingly, emitter is
position at the second hyperboloid, a curve is formed that locate
the emitter by interaction of first and second hyperboloids
[9,10]. For example [10], suppose an emitter e is located at the
vector positions (a, b, c) which are unknown, hence the
receivers r (i. e., r;; = (ro,rvr2 , ... ... ... . . ,rk ,rn)) are located
at the know positions with source range of n + 1. So compute
the distance d of emitter and any of receiver as
r; = (ak,bk,ck)' where 0 � k � n), is dk = Ir; - e 1 =
.J(ak - a)2 + (bk - b)2 + (Ck - c)2,and do =

-Ja2 + b 2 + c 2 by changing the origin value as '0'.
Another efficient technique [15], called Improved Genetic
Algorithm, was deployed in order to estimate the position of the
target, which computed TDOA pulses (or signals) from
variously positioned sensors, forming the hyperbolic curves and
their intersection points that used as sources in measurements
of location estimations. For computation of time difference of
arrival, a technique called cross-correction is performed for the
signals received at targets pairs, considering the peak computed
values as collected arrival signal between the participated
stations (i.e., source and target), located in the same plane. The
computed estimations by TDOA technique are further
converted into measurements of various range difference that

possibly further changeable into non-linear forms which are
usually significant in their computation or/and results, so
several algorithms have been proposed for that purposes to
resolve
complexities and gain more precise location
accuracy[I6, 17]. For position estimation, 2- dimensional
surface plane was considered where various sensors s are
networked, t is defmed as the target or receiver node with
coordinates as (Xi ' Yi ) and mobile node with coordinates as
(x, y) and di is the computed distance between transmitter and

target t . Suppose d is a TDOA vector that estimate the values,
with number of a sensors s, where i = 2,3, ... ... , S , and di,1 =

di - d1, as Lld=[d2.vd3,1,d4,1' ... . ,ds,d. With the noise free
value {*}O, the TDOA is measured with the additional
components of noise ni,1 and light of speed l, as, di,1=[d°i,1 +
lni,d = [(dai - dO1) + (lni + lnl) ] .At the other side,
n =[ n2,1' n3,1' n4,V ... . ,rs,d represents the noise vector where

lni' i = 2,3, ... ... , s; and covariance matric resulted for In is
o � (T2n. Further, by using coordinates of mobile and target,
d�O-[ d2° d3° d4° ... . , d SO]T
.
.
.
and d
- dl
- 1° -[
°' dl
°' d I° " " . ' d1O]T are wrItten m matrIX
fonnat of ( s - l)xl and are equal to Lld with addition of a
vector In. Further, likelihood function is computed for Lld and
the simulation based computed results are concluded as
consider-able results for position estimation, and accuracy; and
are significant while compared with the existing developments
[15].
In satellite communications, TDOAIFDOA have been
commonly employed for target geolocation; the combined used
of these techniques resolve several issues that are residing in
estimations target location. In case of individually TDOA
measurements, even in a situation that includes multiple
complementary computations for geolocation by employing of
scenarios such as non-linear estimation [11], brought several
attractions for future research trends. As the measurements are
complementary, in only presence of two sensors fixed upon two
unmanned aerial vehicle (VAVs), such that TDOA technique is
applied to measure the time difference of arrival, and at the
other side, FDOA technique is applied for frequency (or range)
measurement and combined measurements of these- the
complex ambiguity function (CAF) of transmitted pulses can be
1

1

1
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claimed while received by target sensors [9, 12]. CAF generally
defined by means of several defmitions, few of them directed
only for narrowband signals set) and the remaining are defmed
for wideband signals which are designed to report the
correspondence of propagation delay and doppler shift X(r,f).
CAF is a common used function in two-dimensional format of
differential time and differential frequency, following the plus
and match filter parameters, without employing of any certain
framework, in order to measure the distortion. The precise
combine-estimation to analyses computed values of time and
frequency differences (or offsets) between waveforms in
presences of plus additive noise the correlation process is
commonly performed by employing of CAF. General format of
i
CAF function, X(r,f)
r"oos(t) s*(t - r)e- 2rc!tdt , for
=

baseband plus with complex conjugate ( * ) and imaginary
unit(i) [13, 14]. CAF algorithm is one of the way to perform
the position estimation through employing of joint (or hybrid)
TDOA and FDOA techniques. Furthermore, an approach is
proposed which compute TDOA and FDOA measurements
based on two modes called "coarse and fme modes." In coarse
mode, gained signals are divided into small blocks that,
performing the general TDOA and FDOA estimation for
position tracking, minimizes the computation load in whole
processing. The estimations from coarse mode are then
transmitted to the fine mode where the received computation is
refined, and CAF algorithm is computed for the value taken
from coarse mode. Among others, the explicit summation
method, using two vectors, which is modeled to compute the
estimations through TDOA and FDOA is accounted more
efficient [18].
IV.

PROPOSED WORK AND DISCUSSION

As explained in above sections, there are several techniques
existing which deployed to localize the RFI sources or/and the
emitters locations, the most predominated ones employed is

TDOA method, and the hybrid used of TDOA and FDOA, with
the further estimation through the use of classical method called
KaIman filter and the used of extended adaptive KaIman
filtering technique; as weil the employed of cross ambiguity
function (CAF) method. CAF is a well-known method to
perform the association bases upon the parameters, such as time
and frequency ranges, of two waveforms. During CAF
algorithm computation, each point on surface that is being
measured from, is designated as the magnitude of correlation
based on the uses, time and frequency parameters (or offsets),
which are aligned with the consistent components of signals
resulted in the high degree of association. Therefore, maximum
CAF function output or peaks result, can be achieved the
significant correlation through the coherent values of time and
frequency parameters, the best estimation methods have been
employed for that purpose are the TDOA and FDOA, are
represent in CAF plane or in three-dimensional surface that
shows the TDOA and FDOA computed estimations, and CAF
magnitude, as coordinates. TDOA computation alone is not an
efficient technique to geolocation the target location with
efficient accuracy, therefore to estimates the target location and
its velocity the mutual used method is the hybrid employed of
TDOA and FDOA technique, which examines more efficiency
in geolocation's measurements. In this study, we use the
existing approaches of RFI geolocation, a hybrid solution that
employed TDOA and FDOA methods together with CAF
algorithm, in order to examine the location of target. Hence,
RFI location is computed, further mapping function is deployed
to identify the estimated target and its existence by using of
databases record check, and then classification method is
performs based upon the interference characteristics in order to
result the type of interference, either intentional or
unintentional,
is currently
intercepting
in
satellite
communication. Figure 2 illustrates the proposed system design
and architecture.

Figure 2: System Design and Architecture
V.

SIMULATION SETUP AND MEASUREMENTS

In figure 3, two moving collectors (or moving sensors),
CL1 and CL2 , are placed that collect the replicated copy of
same radio frequency (RF) signal from the emitter ET . This
emitter is placed as an unauthorized entity that presumes to
make the interception in Satellite communication system
through transmitting of RFI (signals).In-short, assume that,
signals are detected DTRF by the collectors located on earth
plane, and assumed to be as interference signals from the
unknown emitter; hence that stationary emitter is required to

locate on the earth surface where its existence. While receiving
signals from emitter, CAF algorithm is applied, and a surface is
formed based upon its functional offsets. CAF generates a
surface actually to peak the real computed values of
TDOAIFDOA integrated in the signals, 5L1 and 5L2 , and then
map these values in 3- dimensional order with the CAF
magnitude through the means of collector-emitter geometry.
We consider a plane surface where the collectors are located,
and emitter is also supposed to be located on the same surface
distance away from the sensors with different attitude.
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Figure 3: Collectors and Emitter Geometry

Aigorithm: Pseudo·Code RFI Geolocation
Aigorithm 1. RFI Geolocation

Output:

1.
2.

LlTRF(ET, CLn ), QRF(ET, CLn ), CAF(T, Q)

�

CAF(ilTRF, QRF), where n= 1,2.

Assumed SLn E DTRF(SLn), n
1,2, are RF sampies signals received by sensors located on earth surface, and further
supposed to be detected as RF Interference signals.
[PET, VET] t and XCL
[PCLn' VCLn]t, are the position P and speed v of emitter (unknown) and collectors (may
XET
be known),assumed at the earth surface with time t and n
1,2
=

=

=

=

3.

TCL
t;.

1.z

, LlrCL1.Z =11 rCLZ - rCL1 11, here time difference of arrival (TDOA) method is employed to calculate the
total time difference LlTRF in arrival from emitter toward collector. Where, rCL and rCL are two radius vectors between
z
z

LlTRF

=

c

ET and CLI and between ET and CL2 , and c is representing as speed of light.
4.

5.

6.
7.
8.

S·Iml·1 arI y, A
'-' QRF

=

Qc

-VCL1.Z
c

�

=

Qc vCLZ-rCLz VCL1-rCL1

[
C

,

TCLZ
•

T,
•

]

=

Qc A
[ ,-,VCLz - A
,-,VCL1] , here frequency
C
�

d·1 f'"
lerenCe

0

f arrlva
· I

(FDOA) method is employed to calculate the total frequency difference LlQRF collector's received in doppler shift,
based on collectors' movement to shifts of emitter. Where, VCL ' VCL and VET are velocities computed between
z
z
collectors CLl,2 and emitter ET. C is representing as speed of light and Qc is a carrier frequency of transmission.
i2
CAF(LlTRF,LlQRF)=CAF(TDFO,FDOA) ftt:ok SLI(t) SL2*(t - TRF)e- rr Q RF t dt ,t=O ,k shows the time for initial·
final signal observation. CAF algorithm is applied and its equation is modeled, such that number of sampies of observed
signals is collected with embedded times, significant in improving of location accuracy during mapping, and updated
in collector·emitter geometry.
If there exist CAF(LlTRF, LlQRF) then display CAF(values): Values_order[x, y, z].
:3 ET, iM : Emitter ldentity ET jd � Emitter Check Record Ch_Re � Emitter Class ET _Cl.
End.
=

Aigorithm 1 is deployed to locate the most accurate and precise
position of emitter on the earth plane that is interacting as
interference into satellite communication system.
Figure 3 illustrates the concept of emitter·collectors
geometry, in which CLI and CL2 are two collected placed upon
positions, PCL1.Z , and are receiving the sampie signals
embedded with LlTRF and LlQRF from a emitter ET at unknown
position PET. As the signals, SLI and SL2 , received from the
same emitter ET but their offsets, such as time and frequency,

are varied because these signals followed the distinct paths
during travelling. The radius vectors between CLI and CL2 and
ET is shown by
rl and r2 ; and velocity vectors
are VCL" VCL ' and VET. As emitter-collectors are shown in
z
their initial or current positions, but these positions or emitter
collector geometry will be changed according to the changing
in velocities, at passing of each time instance. To estimates a
precise position of emitter, there is required to know the
positions of collectors through computing of TDOA and FDOA
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Figure 4: Computed Results using CAF

Figure 5: CAF Peaks and Emitter Location
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Figure 6: Mapping and Classification

of the signals received from emitter that located at unknown
position. CAF computed results are illustrated in figure 4 in 3dimenional order, in which collectors received signals are
further computed TDOA and FDOA methods to determine the
time and frequency differences between the collectors, with
CAF magnitude shown in z-axis; these measurements will be
significant in estimation or peaking of emitter accurate position
on the earth surface. Where [18],

CAF[Sample Signals SLdSL2, Maximum Mangitude/
Time M_llQRF,/M_llTRF, Sampie Frequency Q_SLnl are the
parameters employed to compute the measurements shown in
figure 4, while
CAF ]eak[Sample Signals SLd
SL2, Sampie Range Min_SLn/
Max_SLn, Frequency Range Min_Q/
Max_Q, Sampie Frequency Q_SLnl are the parameters
employed to compute the measurements shown in figure 5.
As mentioned above, emitter position is 10cated through
computing of CAF algorithm. Hence this is very important to
determine the accurate position of collectors through TDOA
and FDOA methods, as their positions are known then there will
have high accuracy in estimation of emitter location. As the
emitter was considered as an unauthorized entity interfering in
transmission, is a device that generates radio frequency
interference (RFI). Further, the computed location results or
position of the emitter is supposed to map with the global
(sampie) databases that have been designed to keep almost
radio stations with their description situated in the World.
Consequently, mapping results Ch_Re identify the emitter
ET jd that is existing as a part of databases or not. Further RFI
classification, either un-intentional or intentional, is made based

upon the RFI computed-effects, and their characteristics. For
example, in cellular and in wireless networks, co-charmel radio
frequency interference exist in case there will be found
crosstalk due to the used of same frequency by distinct
transmitters; and can be resolved by filtering techniques.
Hence, communication effects and characteristics can also be
employed to classify the belonging sub-class ofRFI main-class.
Employing of tree based classification method where main
node representing the RFI main-class (i.e., Elementary RFI or
Elementary RF jammer) and sub-node representing the RFI
sub-class (i.e., proactive RF jammer). For example, more
precisely constant jammer in figure 6, belongs to the class of
proactive jammer belongs to elementary class, is a jammer
places the network nodes in state of non-operational by sending
random bits to the corresponded charmeI on which they
supposed to operating, therefore specific class of jammer will
be identified on the basis of their characteristics and
relationship with its upper-class.
VI.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In wireless or satellite communication, the measurement
involves in estimating the location of radio frequency
interference or emitter is a very significant concern, and is still
a critical task, to estimates a precise emitter location, for many
existing applications. For geolocation of RF emitter, most
common employed methods are time difference of arrival
(TDOA), and frequency difference of arrival(FDOA) compute
on the same signals that received between the collectors from
the transmitter(or from emitter). As analyzed, the combined
employing of TDOA and FDOA is efficient in geolocation of
RF emitter, that location is unknown, one method to compute
the joint computation of TDOA/FDOA is cross ambiguity
function (CAF). The current study also deployed a CAF
algorithm, on the same signals that received independently by
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collectors from RF emitter, CAF surface was generated by
peaking the measurements TDOA/FDOA integrated within
signals, and displayed in 3-dimensional order, followed by
emitter-collectors geometry. The computed results, for RF
emitter geolocation and RF classification, are significant, and
will provide new research directions for RF geolocations;
moreover, logical identification and classification scenarios for
RFIs are also considered. In early future, CAF algorithms will
be thoroughly deployed in- consideration of emitter-collectors
geometry and tested in the real environment in presences of a
signal processing system such as RT logic system or RT logic
channel simulator.
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